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With the help of locals, friends and expats, we are proud to offer unparalleled reach into the most popular and secretive areas of Bali
for the select and influential Bali Bible followers. With so muc

10 MUST DO IN SEMINYAK
Named one of the top shopping destinations in South East Asia, Seminyak is an extension of Kuta and Legian roads filled with
boutiques, small stalls and shops of crafts and garment made in the area. If you are bored of shopping enjoy a white sandy be

Lazy day by the pool at Potato Head Beach Club.
Kick back, relax and enjoy your day at Potato Head Beach Club. An epic infinity pool, beachfront,
cocktails, and endless sunshine. A very popular spot for tourists, you can kick back and relax or get in
the
groove!
Address
Not Available
62818356387
See More...
16407 views

4 stars

Relax on stunning Seminyak Beach for the day!
Lazy day on Seminyak Beach where you can unwind, relax and even have some fun bartering with
the locals. This section of the beach is generally a little cleaner and quieter for travellers and you can
rent
a surfboard,
get a massage or simply kick back…
Address
Not Available
62818356387
See More...
7341 views

4.5 stars

Get Boozy at The W Sunday Brunch
If you are fortunate enough to be there on a Sunday we would highly recommend the Sunday Brunch
Buffet which starts at 12:00 and is roughly Rp 650k all you can eat (this may be at the higher end but it
really is great
value for money). Some say that…
Address
Not Available
(62)(361)3000106
See More...
20627 views

5 stars

SUNSET @ KU DE TA
A decade has passed since KU DE TA first announced its arrival back in 2000 and the legacy of one
of Asia???s most distinctive and beloved lifestyle destination icons continues to go from strength to
strength.
As the
change
andKabupaten
the years roll…
Jl. Kayu Aya
No.seasons
9, Seminyak,
Kuta,
Badung, Bali, Indonesia
(0361)736969
See More...
7661 views

4 stars

Learn Surfing in Legian Beach (3x 2 Hours)
Be taught by professional surfers how to catch your first waves. They will have you ripping up the
beach break in three simple courses of two hours.Learn the skills of board handling and board
control,
mastering the same jump up technique used…
Addressbefore
Not Available
62818356387
See More...
6025 views

4 stars
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